
HASH 823 
How many of you have logged onto our brilliant new website? 

One or two maybe. OK three or four. Perhaps even more. 

Check it out, make use of it. If you have suggestions to enhance the 
website, let us know.  
You’ll find mug shots of most of the current hashers. So the Teutonics 
have no more excuses of who the f… we all are despite most of them 
having hashed for four or five years maybe longer. Pay attention!! We 
have stats so you can see if it’s free or not. You know who you are.  

We don’t often Hash round Bangrak city but on Saturday Two Stroke asked for our 
presence since he and his Uberleutenant Bob ze builder had spared no effort in se-
curing a first line Laager site and together with our star from the Antipodes, none 
other than the Olympic short cutting champion Feral F. Flaps, they were promising 
something special,one that our descendants will talk about for years to come, the 
mother of all Hashes……well something like that. So when the appointed hour arrived 
and with a full cast of characters standing sedately and patiently in an orderly circle, 
the three wise men read out the order of play and thereafter the by now slightly be-
wildered assemblage tottered up the slope with a severely hungover Tubby Twinkie on 
point for the Rambos who seemed to number in the low teens, a tribe of determined 
looking Shufflers followed on at their usual sedate pace. A full 48 meters having been 
covered and the sound of baaa baaa ( that’s bleating sheep) could be heard from the 
Rambos as the first fuck up of the afternoon became evident, one or two embarrass-
ing moments later normality returned and On On rang out. One reason for the infre-
quency of our visits to the area became clear as we stumbled onto building site num-
ber one to be followed by 2 and 3 so looking for paper and dodging foundations slowed 
progress and when that was behind us we witnessed the next cock up in the form of 
Big Yin and Down Early yet again going their own way in the vain hope of trimming a 
klick or two off the route and in the end pitching up 20 minutes after everyone else 
was already happily slurping and that was only possible with the help of a passing 
kindhearted motorcycle driver, what a pair of wallies!! 
The trail was, as one would expect from the Vorsprung dorcht tecnic brigade, well 
laid and if any criticism were applicable it would be that it lacked novelties, something 
that may be awaiting us in weeks ahead. 



The well behaved members were all aboard after roughly one hour and when the two 
strays finally limped in to a cheer and a jeer and had covered their embarrassment 
with a tinny or two, the Circle kicked off with the vast majority voting the threesome 
a great Hash so Tango will have to polish the Lavvy seat for another week while Tan-
gerine Man is getting quite fond of the extra downie his position warrants. 
The criminal quota took the walk of shame into centre stage and owned up to a vari-
ety of offenses with Quartermaster pointing out the makeup repair stops made by 
the Poo Yings and Two Lips castigating the latecomers, Feral, Tangerine Man and 
Masterbates also received a tongue lashing from the marathon runner, returnees 
were DFL and Chastitty and leavers included Skandahooligan and Troll plus, and 
everyone was saddened to hear that Two Lips is saying adieu to our happy band so 
thanks to her and we wish you good luck in your next destination and hope to see all 
the leavers soon. 
Next for shaving came the naming of our Piss provider’s lovely lady and this also in-
volved Big Yin getting his derriere dumped on the cubes for bad language, in the 
meantime R.A. Little Weiner suitably attired consulted the congregation as to a title 
for the lady and by a huge majority she will now go through the rest of her life bear-
ing the moniker of “Mother Cooker” 
Strollin Bones has been with us for quite some time and we were pleased to wish him 
happy 78th birthday, Johnny Come Lately will don the ball and chain next week as 
FRB and Chastity will be amusing her colleagues in the office as she sports the Hash 
Crash Bunnet. 
Another couple of icings saw Feral, B.Y. and M.B. paying the penalty for their misde-
meanors. 
The up and coming BBQ at Nigel’s Frisbee golf on Maenam 5 got a mention with those 
wishing to attend being asked to let Big Yin know, it’s going to be a bit special !! 
Just as a footnote and to bring you some more good news and that is that you won’t 
have to listen to Grumpy Jock ranting and raving in the Circle much longer as our dear 
leader Major Cockstand is returning soonly from The New World along with his child 
bride the lovely No Woman no Crive 
Tubby Twinkie, who by now had ,with the help of a few Gay Beers, recovered from 
her bout of “Gordons flu” now informed us of her next offering which will see us con-
gregate in the Laem Sor / Set area on Saturday at precisely 15.30 hrs. 
That’s all folks. 
Circle closed. 
ON ON. 
TRASHER 

Where are the usual pictures from the hash trash? On the web site of course. 
Your numskull editor deleted his copies. 




